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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to explore the effectiveness of SCAMPER technique in the Vocational
College students’ perspectives. Besides, the study was to survey how helpful is the SCAMPER
technique to the students in exploring the skill of coming out with ideas spontaneously in step of
enhancing creativity. The research design was qualitative in which interview method was used.
Sampling technique was used to select 7 Vocational Certificate Malaysia (SVM) 1st year students in
Vocational College in the field of Fashion Design. The data obtained were analyzed and transcribed
verbatim. The findings showed that SCAMPER techniques were already been applied by students
indirectly, but they were unaware that they are using this technique. As a matter of fact, some of
these techniques had been applied by the students however they did not notice it. Overall, this
SCAMPER technique shall affect and contribute a great impact on students especially to enhance
and develop their thinking and creativity skills in learning. It is proposed that educators in the field of
fashion should apply this technique to strengthen students' thinking and creativity in producing
designs.
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INTRODUCTION
SCAMPER technique is used towards something
that already existed and where modification takes place
to become a new thing. SCAMPER is an acronym of
each words that depicts different technique to generate
new ideas in lesson and learning which are Substitute,
Combine, Adapt, Modify, Put to Other Uses, Eliminate
and Rearrange. According to Ang & Yuen (2016)
SCAMPER technique is a way that is more interesting
and clearer for students to be used in class discussion.
Pursuant to observation and experience of former
researchers, students commonly encountered disputes
when making the drawing process. This is because, the
students only depending on teacher’s approaches and
styles (Pratiwi, Dwijanto & Wijayanti 2019; Majid & Ismail
2017). Students affirmed that they are able to create a
new idea but they have problem to generate creative
idea (Kim, 2014). According to Radziszewski (2017);
Idek, (2016), students have problem in generating
variety of idea, producing higher order thinking skills and
problem-solving skills. By using of variety of learning
methods like brainstorming, application skills of mind

map and SCAMPER technique, students can explore
extensively and create original idea in designing (Hamid,
Idris & Tapsir 2019; Tajudin, Ali & Idris 2015). Without
applying any techniques in the learning process,
students have great challenges in generating natural
ideas (Yuen, Azam & Ang, 2015).

Fashion Design
Art of Fashion Design is a course that requires high
competency. According to Lee (2016), Kamis,
Jamaludin, Bakar, Hanapi, (2016), one who expresses
creativity in designing will hold successfulness in fashion
industry. In the course of art of fashion design, a person
needs to retain variety of skills in order to circulate in this
field. These skills will affect and run confidence.
Businesswomen who are involving in fashion design
course possess low confidence than businessmen
because the lack of skills in themselves. Additionally, an
individual in this course must have high skills in
designing and sketching clothes until it could be realised
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perfectly. (Mohamad, Adai & Ahmad 2016; Lee &
Jirousak 2015; Kamis, Ahmad Puad, Mohamed, Che
Rus, Bujeng, Syamwil & Budiastuti 2018).

SCAMPER Technique
SCAMPER technique is a seven-steps process of
Substitute, Combine, Adapt, Modify, Put to Other Uses,
Eliminate and Rearrange. Students are able to to
explore ideas extensively through these sub-techniques.
According to McKenney dan Reeves (2015), exploration
and mind-mapping are the great resolution in
comprehending problems. The entire findings of the
study on creative thinking skills in relation to
Mathematics subject is better with application of
SCAMPER than the non-application (Cahyati, Muin &
Musyrifah, 2018). Consequently, it can be seen that this
technique is effective for numerous types of subject.
Besides, SCAMPER technique has became a significant
attempt in trainings as a means to escalate creativity in
learning model, (Idek, 2016); Lindmark & Nilsson, 2014);
Puccio, Wheeler, & Cassandro, 2004); Hsiao, Liang &
Lin, 2004). The students also can generate multiple
ideas inferred from the combination of elements in the
SCAMPER technique (Serrat, 2017; Moran, Armbruster
& Vosel, 2014). This SCAMPER is a technique that acts
as a MEDIATION method because it can produce idea
and analysing problems. SCAMPER technique is not
only providing framework for students to freely use their
creative thinking skills, but to promote systematic and
practical approach to ensure a diverge, creative and
original thinking too Çelikler dan Harman (2015); Glenn
(1997). By pursuant to Hussain dan Carignan (2016),
they stated that the SCAMPER technique implements
creative operation systematically against problems that
can encourage both creative thinking and engineering
experience process among the students.
Effectiveness of SCAMPER Technique
SCAMPER technique is depending on the
acceptance of students. Nonetheless, a modification
always gives better affect and has its own advantages if
compared with former technique. According to
Wulandari dan Santoso (2019), the result of application
of SCAMPER can attract students’ attention in
preponderance. According to Idek (2016), SCAMPER
technique can effectively educate students for
developing and demonstrating the creative thinking
among them. Furthermore, SCAMPER is a technique
that connotes as alternative resolution towards
problems, possibility and idea expansion. Besides,
according to Choi and Kim (2014), if SCAMPER
technique is actively used over the process of designing
in future, it may positively result towards the expansion
in the field of fashion design. Celikler and Harman (2015)
were in opinion that SCAMPER technique is not only
furnishing students to use the creative thinking with their
own will, but also gives them vital elements of idea which
diversity, creativity and original. Additionally, according
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to Kwon and Song (2013), students who are lacking of
motivation or learning advantages can utilise this
SCAMPER technique. Secondary students who
participated in creative thinking workshop have found an
increasement in knowledge of creativity and confidence,
so that it is possible to create interesting sketching
through this SCAMPER technique (Poon, Au, Tong &
Lau, 2014). SCAMPER also poslutated its effectiveness
in the augmentation of creativity Moreno et al. (2014);
Mijares-Colmenares et al. (1993). Thus, Vocational
College is under a compulsion to introduce this
SCAMPER technique to students as to increase their
technique in designing clothes (Bujeng, Kamis,
Mohammad Hussain, Rahim & Soenarto 2019).

Creativity
Creativity is an original idea derived to create
something new, and creativity acts as ability to produce
creative impulse. According to Iskandar (2018),
creativity is an indispensable aspect that affect the
expansion of knowledge and technology. Creativity is a
salient factor to scrutinize the value of products
(Valgeirsdottir, Onarheim & Gabrielsen, 2015; Lee &
Jirousek, 2015). Meanwhile, Pratiwi, Dwijanto dan
Wijayanti (2019) mentioned that act of designing is an
arduos process, so that creativity also can be inferred by
any combination of existed idea. This is because, an
individual will create an amazing creativity when he uses
combination element in his work or product. Indeed, the
most challenging part for teachers is to bring forth
creativity among students in school. The introduction of
creativity is necessary in teaching and learning process
as to attract the students’ interest (Pratiwi, Dwijanto &
Wijayanti, 2019; Suryandari, Sajidan, Sentot Budi
Rahardjo, Zuhdan Kun Prasetyo & Siti Fatimah, 2018;
Majid & Ismail, 2017). Moreover, creativity is able to
increase one’s problem-solving skills specifically art and
design students (Im, Bhat &Lee, 2015). Creativity is an
important aspect that must be practiced by future
students that pursuing fashion industry careers. (Kamis,
Bakar, Hamzah, Asimiran & Halim, 2013; Kamis, Bakar,
Hamzah & Asimiran, 2014; Kamis, Bakar, Hamzah,
Asimiran & Hanapi, 2015; Fitrihana, 2005).
Theories
Cognitive skill is a capability of an individual to think,
giving opinion, understanding and memorizing. This is
including mental activities like memory, creating,
problem-solving, planning, and others. According to
Piaget’s Theory of Cognitive developed by Jean Piaget,
one that created this theory, children will face similar
development stages but at the different age. Piaget
looked learning as the creation and innovation process.
According to Wardi et al., (2017), Piaget believed that
thinking and learning process need four processes
which 1) Scheme: cognitive structure that is changing to
adapt with new information; 2) Assimilation: combining
new
information
into
existed
scheme;
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3) Accommodation: mental process to rearrange existed
scheme so that new information is easier to understand;
4) Balance: a process that acquire mental balance. This
theory encourages students to think creatively and
critically as a fact it focuses on cognitive skills as
conforming to Beghetto (2016), creativity is a cognition
and an attitude that should be considered. Meanwhile,
Sternberg Creativity Theory (Sternberg & Lubart, 1991)
is a scientific base where it is derived from researches
that carried out more than 20 years. This theory requires
six variables as prerequisite of creativity. All of these six
variables must be obliged to prevent any flaw in one’s
creative paradigm. The six variables are; 1) intelligence
that can be divided into three which synthetically;an
ability to combine existed information with the new
approach, analytical; an ability to differentiate new idea
that is potential to be developed over the impotent and
difficult idea and practical intelligence; an ability of
selling and marketing; 2) knowledge gives advantage
towards a creative person to identify the new and original
idea; 3) thinking skills of each individual is different;
4) personality of a creative person is open towards
critics, be conscious with risks and old; 5) motivation
also incorporate of two division which intrinsic or
personal which individual creative possess clear vision
and great interest in his works and extrinsic or external
factor of an individual such as reward, promotion, gift
and others; 6) surrounding condition can affect creativity
directly. This theory is suitable to be used in this
research because the variables mentioned help to
increase creativity since the second objective is to
increase creativity in the process of designing clothes.

METHODOLOGY
The design of study was used qualitative approach
by using interview and observation method. According
to Gunawan (2013), qualitative study is to comprehend
and interpret such particular issues by one perspective.
Cresswell (2012) stated that target sample is the one
who possess similar characteristics to be studied by
researcher. Pursuant to Halim et al., (2010),
requirements and objectives of a study will determine
the selection of research instruments. Besides, along
with Noraini (2013), he highlighted that the method of
triangulation is divided into three methods in order to
obtain information or data, which are interview,
observation and document analysis. Interview method is
used to obtain accuracy of data given by respondents,
and here researcher used semi-structured interview
method that involved face-to-face semi structured. The
semi-structured interview method is a method to acquire
data as the questions provided in this method are more
systematic and connotes towards the research
objectives (Ismail & Talip, 2010). Next, observation
method is to ensure the identified and perceived
information are align with the answers given by
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respondents. Observation is executed in respondents’
class for period of 2 weeks. Then, document analysis is
on the clothing style sketches in which respondents
need to sketch wedding dress but they encountered
situation while producing it. The thematic analysis
method was used to analyse the interview data
collected. The thematic analysis is a method of
identifying, analysing and reporting patterns (themes) in
the qualitative data. Data were analysed using the
NVIVO software version 8.0.

Sampling Techniques
Sampling technique is used with intention to choose
seven respondents. According to Merriam (2009)
sampling technique is aimed to get the primary
information. The criteria to be chosen as a respondent
was undergraduate degree in Fashion Design; students
from first year students and they took certificate on SVM.
Merriam (2009) stated that for selection of respondent
must be in consideration of criteria such as background,
age, subject, great interest and skills to obtain
information that lead to answers the research questions.
Data Analyses
According to Noraini (2012), the collection of real
data will create high credibility data. The collection of
data process is executed by triangulation method which
interview, observation and document analysis. Obtained
data is raw data that need to undergo further process to
see the research findings that was conducted. Merriam
(2009) in qualitative study, data analysis needs to be
prolonged throughout the research process is
conducted. Researcher had interpreted each word that
has been recorded via voice and video during the
interview session. Then, researcher had used the
obtained data for transcriptions, creating coding and
theme.
Validity and Reliability
The validity method that has been used was external
validity where it used member check strategy. Merriam
(2009) stated that the member check is requisite as to
ensure the accuracy of construct and clarity of content
which interview question instruments is given to
expertise who possess skills in the tested field.
Meanwhile, reliability is referring to consistency or
stability of the information obtained. Reliability could be
elevated by using strategy of recording all the
conversations and transcript verbatimly. This strategy
can be done by using electronic and digital equipment’s
such as sound and video recording
FINDINGS
The findings of the study showed that SCAMPER
technique can be applied by students indirectly, where
they were not aware of it while using this technique. This
is because the students were ignorant of SCAMPER’s
existence while using some of SCAMPER sub-
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Fig. 1. The effectiveness of SCAMPER technique based on students’ perspective

techniques during the designs process. Overall,
SCAMPER technique gave positive effects and impacts
on students explicitly in increasing and expanding their
creative thinking skills. All teachers in fashion design
course should apply this technique to increase students’
creative thinking skills while creating designs.
First Objective: To study the effectiveness of
SCAMPER technique according to students’
perspective.
The finding of this study for the first objective is to
create themes of substitute, combine, adapt, modify, put
to other use, eliminate and rearrange. These themes are
the elements under SCAMPER techniques itself
(Figure 1).

Substitute
"substitute because I am always use substitution and
I feel like it helps." (Wani)
"Emm.. substitute." (Ama)
“Because it's easier. When we conquer this
techniques, it is easily to know that we can switch old
clothes to new ones.” (Yaya)
Combine
“combine because it is easier than the others” (Han)
“Yes, combine.” (Wani)
“Combine because a lot of sketches I have done
need to combine several elements such as beads and
lace. Yes, something like that” (Yaya)
Adapt
“Hmm.. adapting all the design and ides ..emm..then
create other design.” (Yaya)
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“…I prefer to adapting all the design which one very
interesting …adapt it.” (Fit)

Modify
“I choose modify.” (Lia)
“Hmm modify.” (Fit)
“I have used it. I’m using modify regularly.” (Sya)
Put to other use
“it could be put on the list to be applied, however it’s
a bit arduos.” (Yaya)
“creating clothes are different thing. Let says the old
clothes are untouchable, we can convert it into
something else like pillow or kids attires.” (Fit)
“Erm we can try it but yeah like transform it to other
things like completely change it into a new kind of
product. I think this technique is relevant as we are doing
innovation here.” (Sya)
Eliminate
“yes eliminate. I think we should use it sometimes.”
(Yaya)
“sure because sometimes teachers asked us to
make …… and I think it is more simple if I change the
original design. Then, just change the sleeve into …..
and this same goes to the usual sleeve.” (Fit)
Rearrange
“rearrange… all the ideas and then try to redesign it.”
(Ama)
“I always put together the parts of design, make it
more interesting and try to rearrange then redesign.”
(Sya)
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Fig. 2. SCAMPER technique increase the students’ creativity

Second Objective: to investigate SCAMPER
technique in helping students to explore deeper and
create original idea in order to increase creativity.
The second objective of the study is to create theme
like converting idea, the required elements in creating
designs and other required elements (Figure 2).
Help Make the Idea
“ it worked for me, but I don’t sure it went well to
others or not.” (Wani)
“I think idea can be derived by observing these
techniques.” (Lia)
“easy. My sketches are done in shorter period when
I relied on this technique.” (Yaya)
“it helped. I’m referring this technique and fortunately
it helped on my drawing process.” (Fit)
“its easy because this technique is systematic so we
know what we should do next and also it assists in
generating idea.” (Sya).
Element to create designs
“combine as there are many sketches that I do need
to combine so much things like beads and lace. Yeah,
something like that.” (Yaya)
“eliminate because sometimes teachers asked us to
make …… and I think it is simpler if I change the original
design. Then, just change the puff sleeve into ….. and
this same goes to the usual sleeve.” (Fit)
“hmm.. combine because usually if there is a need to
increase the enticement of clothes, teachers or I will ask
to add beads, …… , gather, wrinkles or other.” (Sya)
The required elements
“it may be enough for certain designs, but I may need
more techniques on other designs.” (Wani)
“abundant of techniques.” (Lia)

“I need more.” (Ama)
“no. I used more than one technique in the process
of sketching when I need to finish clothes. However, little
techniques may be enough for previous time.” (Yaya)
“its inadequate. I need more than one technique to
create fascinating clothes.” (Fit)
“I need numerous elements.” (Sya)

DISCUSSION
The findings of this study found that SCAMPER
technique gave positive effects to students in designing
clothing style process. SCAMPER help student to create
newly fresh idea by adapting idea and design and
redesign depends on ideas. Hence, this study is
commensurate with the study conducted by Celikler dan
Harman (2015) that mentioned SCAMPER technique
could expand students’ thinking in creating more of
creative idea. Moreover, the findings found that students
affirmed the SCAMPER sub-techniques is easily used
because it helped them in designing better and
innovative sketches. Students tend to innovate the old
clothes or design to make it more fresh and follow the
current fashion trend. Other than that, most of the
student agreed that SCAMPER technique easily to use
by combining and substituting the original ideas or
design.Therefore, this proved that SCAMPER technique
can ease students in designing process of particular
clothe design. Students were able to use all the
techniques under SCAMPER which Substitute,
Combine, Adapt, Modify, Put to Other Uses, Eliminate
and Rearrange to cultivate idea in a way to achieve
innovative and creative designs. Next, this study is in
consonance with the study conducted by Black et al.,
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(2015) where it promoted that skills to cultivate idea is
very important especially in nowadays fashion industry.
Cultivation of idea is not an easy thing to do especially
to the people who just entered into this fashion field.
Kwon and Song (2013) suggested that students who
have lesser motivation can utilise this SCAMPER
technique. The learning process of converting idea into
another form takes lengthy period of time. Students can
convert idea in better way by using this technique and
also throughout the forming of theme.
There are seven elements under SCAMPER
technique that can be used in the learning process. The
idea was derived from observation technique by
observing the current fashion style and matches with a
few design. Besides, SCAMPER also provide a
systematic assist in generating idea that help student in
generating idea. The findings accelerate with Çelikler
dan Harman (2015); Glenn (1997) stated that
SCAMPER is not only providing framework for students
to freely use their creative thinking skills, but to promote
systematic and practical approach to ensure a diverge,
creative and original thinking. Students also can think
deeper as a way to deliver creative idea in designing
sketches.
Moreover, each student has different level of
creativity and ability. There is a student who only needs
some of the elements under this technique to create a
good sketch. The most dominant sub-technique use to
create design in this study are combine and eliminate
where the combine technique increase the enticement
of clothes wheres the eliminate technique give the
simple yet fascinating look for the design. Otherwise,
there is a student who needs all of the elements to create
a high quality design. This is consistent with Irwansyah
Iskandar (2018), creativity is indispensable component
in today era to develop an individual that dominate high
quality especially in fashion field. Students that do not
have skills in designing clothes style can apply
SCAMPER technique as Kwon and Song (2013)
affirmed that students that have lesser motivation or
learning advantages can utilise SCAMPER technique. In
this present time, technology is very important aspect,
so SCAMPER technique is highly recommended
especially in the process of increasing creativity. This is
commensurate with statement by Irwanshah Iskandar
(2018) where creativity is indispensable for thrive of
knowledge and technology. Then, creativity also
important in this era because creativity is a significant
factor in the creation of clothing styles, referring to the
statement of Valgeirsdottir, Onarheim & Gabrielsen,
(2015); Lee & Jirousek, (2015) which creativity is an
essential factor to be valued. This denotes with the
statement by Pratiwi, Dwijanto & Wijayanti (2019); Majid
& Ismail (2017) where teachers need to do creativity
teaching so that the teaching and learning process can
attract student’s attention. Jean Piaget is the person who
created this theory that children go through the same
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developmental stages but at different ages.
Respondents also stated that they need to innovate on
clothing style sketches. Thus, it is related to Piaget's
cognitive theory which views learning as a process of
creation and innovation. This theory is applicable to the
findings of this study to encourage students to think
creatively and critically as it focuses on cognitive skills in
line with the study by Beghetto (2016). Creativity can be
enhanced through variables such as intelligence,
knowledge, thinking style, personality, motivation and
environmental conditions. This theory is particularly
suitable in this study because the variables mentioned
help in enhancing creativity since the second objective
of this study is to increase creativity in the process of
designing clothing.
Therefore, in the process of teaching, teachers plays
a role in developing students' creativity skills in various
subjects including design process as stated by Idek
(2016); Lindmark and Nilsson (2014). Creativity is often
associated with the development of various ideas and
most effective if combined with SCAMPER techniques
as suggested by Serrat (2017); Moran, Armbruster and
Vosel (2014). This SCAMPER technique gives students
an opportunity to practice their creative thinking.
Therefore, lecturers should be smart in recommending a
systematic and practical approach to ensure that
diverse, creative and authentic thoughts are generated
from students (Hussain & Carignan, 2016; Çelikler &
Harman, 2015; Glenn, 1997). It is recommended that,
lecturers always give exposure to the SCAMPER
technique in theory. Then students will know about this
technique, they be able to apply the SCAMPER subtechniques to their students to create a creative and
innovative sketch as the fashion world progresses.
Besides, all the SCAMPER sub-techniques are used to
generate sketches through the processing of ideas. In
addition, respondent were more likely to use more than
one of the most dominant of SCAMPER sub-techniques
to create fascinating ideas to sketch. By using this
technique, more sketches can be created as SCAMPER
technique help an individual to develop better ideas.
Plus, the generated ideas can stimulate creativity while
also enhancing the respondents' innovative level at
once.

IMPLICATION
The findings of this study can be utilised by students,
teachers and vocational college. SCAMPER technique
was able to encourage students to think creatively.
Based on this study, students were able to think more
creatively in order to produce interesting designs in
compliance with the tasks given by their teachers. This
technique can ease teachers’ works to teach and deliver
knowledge to students in skills and expertise course
distinctively. This is because teachers should teach
students with techniques that are easy to understand in
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the learning process. Subsequently, vocational college
will be better known as an institution that producing
intelligent students with high creativity. Besides, it can
attract students’ interest in further count to choose
vocational college to pursue their study.
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applied in indirect way without them realise during the
designing process. Besides, in general, this technique
helped them to explore in deep over the invention and
convention of idea in order to increase creativity.
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